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An Intro to the UITS Research Technologies Division of 
UITS and Pervasive Technology Institute!
•  The mission of Research Technologies … is to develop, deliver and 
support advanced technology solutions that improve the productivity of and 
enable new possibilities in research, scholarly endeavors, and creative 
activity at Indiana University and beyond; and to complement this with 
education and technology translation activities to improve the quality of life 
of people in Indiana, the nation, and the world.!
•  RT is a mission- and value-driven organization. We are not a 
technology-driven organization. !
•  PTI is a collaborative organization within IU involving OVPIT, UITS, SOIC, 
Maurer School of Law, and the College of Arts and Sciences. It puts the 
‘basic CS and Informatics’ research at the front end of ‘Discover, Develop, 
Deploy, Deliver, Support’ for research!
•  PTI and RT identify needs, identify possibilities, and discover new ways to 
meet those needs, realize those possibilities, and create new ones. In so 
doing, we create, deploy, and support technology. We are technology- 
driving organizations.!
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A bit about the world of big systems!
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Wrangler!
•  Geographically replicated, high performance data storage 
(10PB each site)!
•  Large-scale flash storage tier for analytics with bandwidth 
of 1TB/s and 250M IOPS!
•  More than 3,000 embedded processor cores for data 
analysis!
•  Wide range of software stacks, including Hadoop®, R, 
relational and noSQL databases!
•  Globus services for rapid, reliable data transfer, sharing, 
and publication!
•  Partnership of Texas Advanced Computing Center, IU 
Pervasive Technology Institute, University of Chicago, Dell!
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Jetstream!
•  Geographically Distributed Cloud, 0.5 
PetaFLOPS!
•  High-speed connections to Internet2 and local 
connections to Wrangler disk storage at IU and 
TACC!
•  Globus-based large scale file movement !
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Jetstream will . . . !
•  be NSF’s first cloud for science and engineering research across all areas of activity 
supported by the NSF.!
•  be a user-friendly cloud environment designed to give researchers and research. 
students access to interactive computing and data analysis resources “on demand”!
•  leverage Globus tools for data movement and authentication.!
•  provide a user-selectable library of virtual machines from which users can select to 
do their research. !
•  enable software creators and researchers to create their own customized virtual 
machines or their own “private computing system” within Jetstream. !
•  … and store them in IUScholarWorks with a DOI for publication and support of 
replicability of research.!
•  enable discoveries across disciplines such as biology, atmospheric science, 
economics, network science, observational astronomy, and social sciences.!
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What does the name mean? And it is it 
really a cloud?!
•  Name!
–  In the atmosphere the Jetstream lies at the border of two different air 
masses!
–  The Jetstream system stands at the border of the existing NSF-funded 
XD program and advanced cyberinfrastructure resources and users who 
have not previously used such NSF funded infrastructure. !
•  Yep, it’s really a cloud, or at least a cloud environment (one could quibble 
over the definition of cloud vis-à-vis expansibility). Software layers:!
–  Atmosphere interface!
–  KVM!
–  OpenStack!
–  CentOS Linux (probably)!
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Jetstream System Diagram!
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Science Domains and Users!
•  Biology!
•  Earth Science/Polar Science!
•  Field Station Research!
•  Geographical Information Systems!
•  Network Science!
•  Observational Astronomy!
•  Social Sciences!
•  Jetstream will be particularly focused on researchers working in the “long 
tail” of science with born-digital data!
•  Enabling analysis of field-collected empirical data on the impact and 
effects of global climate change will be one of the specific foci of Jetstream!
•  Whatever you do!
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21st-century workforce development!
•  Jetstream will include virtual Linux desktops and applications 
specifically aimed to enable research and research education at 
small colleges and universities including HBCUs (Historically Black 
Colleges and Universities), MSIs (Minority Serving Institutions), 
Tribal colleges, and higher-ed institutions in EPSCoR States.!
•  Jetstream will also support deployment of user-friendly Science 
Gateways.!
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Jetstream Deployment Partner 
Organizations
A seasoned team of organizations and experts:!
•  University of Texas Austin (TACC)!
•  University of Chicago (Argonne National Lab)!
"(The above trio should look familiar)!
•  University of Arizona!
•  University of Texas at San Antonio (Open Cloud Lab)!
•  Johns Hopkins University!
•  Penn State University!
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Globus Online – the biggest thing in big data 
movement!
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